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Moments of Superellipsoids and Their Application
to Range Image Registration
Ales̆ Jaklic̆, Member, IEEE, and Franc Solina, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Cartesian moments are frequently used global geometrical features in computer vision for object pose estimation and
recognition. In the paper we derive a closed form expression for
of a superellipsoid in
3-D cartesian moment of order
its canonical coordinate system. We also show how 3-D cartesian
moment of a globally deformed superellipsoid in general position
and orientation can be computed as a linear combination of 3-D
Cartesian moments of the corresponding nondeformed superellipsoid in canonical coordinate system. Additionally, moments of objects that are compositions of superellipsoids can be computed as
simple sums of moments of individual parts.
To demonstrate practical application of the derived results we
register pairs of range images based on moments of recovered
compositions of superellipsoids. We use a standard technique to
find centers of gravity and principal axes in pairs of range images
while third-order moments are used to resolve the four-way
ambiguity. Experimental results show expected improvement of
recovered rigid transformation based on moments of recovered
superellipsoids as compared to the registration based on moments
of raw range image data. Besides object pose estimation the
presented results can be directly used for object recognition with
moments and/or moment invariants as object features.

+ +

Index Terms—3-D Cartesian moments, registration, superellipse, superellipsoid, transformations of 3-D moments.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OMENT-BASED techniques have a well established
tradition in object recognition and pose estimation [1].
Initial two-dimensional (2-D) moment invariants techniques
were extended to three-dimensions (3-D) [2]–[4], and 3-D
moments were used for object-recognition [5].
Although algorithms and methods for segmentation and recovery of superellipsoids exist (see survey in [6]), momentbased methods have not been applied to such representations.
Numerical integration was proposed to compute volume and
moments of inertia for superellipsoids [7]. However, numerical integration must be performed for each pair of values of
and
as well as for each order of moshape parameters
ment. Closed-form expressions for computation of moments
would thus allow computationally efficient application of moment-based techniques to objects represented as compositions
of superellipsoids.
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Fig. 1. (a) Superellipses for different values of parameter . (b) Geometrical
interpretation of a superellipsoid as a stack of superellipses with infinitesimal
thickness dz , their size being modulated by another superellipse.

Recovery of superellipsoids from a single view range image
is an under-constrained problem and even additional constraint
of minimal volume [8] does not guarantee a precise model for
a single superellipsoid like object [9]. In order to obtain a precise model several range images taken from different viewpoints
have to be combined into a single data set. Many registration and
range data fusion algorithms are based on some form of local
minimization and require a good initial estimate of the transformation [10]–[13]. The moment based method presented in this
paper could provide such an estimate.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we derive
moments of superellipses and based on this result moments of
superellipsoids in their respective canonical coordinate systems.
Section III presents derivation of transformations of moments
of rigidly transformed and/or globally deformed objects. These
results are used to compute moments of globally deformed superellipsoids in general position and orientation. Computation
of moments of compositions of volumetric parts is addressed in
Section IV. Sections V and VI present the registration algorithm
based on moments and the experimental results, respectively.
II. MOMENTS OF SUPERELLIPSES AND SUPERELLIPSOIDS
A superellipse is defined as a closed curve in
, and
Fig. 1(a)], with parameters

[see

(1)
while a superellipsoid is defined as a closed surface in
[see Fig. 1(b)], with parameters
, and
[14]
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(2)
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A. Two—Dimensional Cartesian Moment of Order
The 2-D Cartesian moment
of order
of a density
is defined as a Riemann integral
distribution function
where
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TABLE I
AREAS AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA FOR SUPERELLIPSES OF VARIOUS SHAPES
COMPUTED FROM (7) AND USING THE LIMIT (69) FOR CASES WHERE  = 0.

(3)
Since we are interested in solid moments of a superellipse, we
inside the superellipse and
outside.
set
Due to the symmetry of a superellipse with respect to and
axis and the origin of the coordinate system, it is easy to note
that
is odd

is odd

(4)

expressed with a 2-D moment
in the plane
plane as [see Fig. 1(b)]
parallel to the

const.

while for the case of and both being even the moment can
be computed using a new coordinate system with coordinates
and instead of and . The transformation between the two
systems is parameterized by , , and and given by
(5)
with determinant of Jacobian matrix

for the transformation

abr

with a superellipsoid is a
Intersection of a plane parallel to
, and . From (4) and
superellipse with parameters
plane,
the symmetry of a superellipsoid with respect to the
it follows that
is odd

Since and are both even, we can reduce the computation of
the integral (3) to the first quadrant of plane

p

q 1

(10)

q

br

1

p 1

is odd

is odd

(11)

, and are even (with introducand for the case when all of
)
tion of a new integration variable

dr d

r

2
q

p

2

ap

1

bq

1

1
r 1

(7)
where the beta function

is defined as
x 1

r 1

1

p

1

r 1

1

p 1

a

q

y 1
p

Table I shows the values of the derived expression for some
common geometric shapes.
B. Three–Dimensional Cartesian Moments of Order
The 3-D cartesian moment
distribution function
where

of order
of a density
is defined as Riemann integral

(9)
Again we set

inside the superellipsoid and
outside the superellipsoid. The moment can be

2

2

p 1 q 1

q

1

2

2

p 1
(12)
2
2
Moments of common geometric shapes computed from (12)
are presented in Table II. They correspond exactly to the well-
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expansion. In the following subsections we present detailed
results for translation, rotation, linear tapering and parabolic
bending. Appendix B presents a program in Mathematica that
can assist in derivations of expressions for a particular moment.
Note that the derived results are applicable to any shape not
just superellipsoids.

TABLE II
VOLUMES AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA FOR SUPERELLIPSOIDS OF
VARIOUS SHAPES COMPUTED FROM (12) AND USING LIMITS
(69), (70) FOR CASES WHERE  = 0 OR  = 0.

A. Object Translation
Translation is defined by a mapping

(16)
where
known expressions derived by direct integration for those specific shapes [4].
III. TRANSFORMATIONS OF MOMENTS

(17)
and by using binomial theorem, it follows that

Practical applications of superellipsoid models require their
expression in arbitrary position and orientation in space as well
as enhancement of their shape modeling capabilities with global
deformations [6], [8], [15]. Both types of enhancements can be
represented as a mapping from points of an object in coordinate
to points of a transformed objects in a new coorsystem
dinate system

(13)
of a transformed object in coordiTo compute moments
integration has to be performed over the
nate system
bounded by the mapping of original volume
.
volume
bounded
This can be changed to integration over the volume
by original object by a change of variables in the multiple integral and using the determinant of Jacobian matrix of the mapping

(18)
of order of a translated object is thus a linear
Moment
of order less or equal to of the
combination of moments
original object.
B. Object Rotation
Rotation is defined by a mapping

(19)
where the Jacobian matrix is equal to an orthonormal rotation
matrix

(14)
The corresponding moments in the coordinate system
and in the coordinate system
are denoted as
, respectively

and

and with the use of the multinomial theorem to expand the power
terms we derive

(15)
are polynomials with multiple variables
If functions
, the determinant of Jacobian matrix is also a polynomial
of the same kind and the whole integrand in (15) can be
expanded as a linear combination of moments of the original
can
object. Alternatively, nonpolynomial functions
be approximated with polynomial functions using a Taylor

(21)
of order of a rotated object is a linear
Note that moment
of the same order of the origcombination of moments
inal object.
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C. Rigid Object Transformation—Rotation and Translation
Any rigid transformation can be decomposed into rotation
followed by translation and described by
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soids. Moments of a tapered superellipsoid are related to moments of a nondeformed superellipsoid as follows

(22)
where
(23)
can be derived analogously to
A general expression for
(21) using multinomial theorem.
(28)

(24)
where multinomial coeficients are defined as

For illustration we use (28) to derive volume , center of
, and moment of inertia about the axis of
gravity
of a nondeformed
a right circular cone from the moments
superellipsoid. A circular cone with radius and height can
be modeled as a tapered superellipsoid, with the following paand
rameters
.

(25)
(29)
However, as order of moment increases, the number of terms in
polynomial expansion increases very rapidly in case of a general
object. In those cases it is easier to decompose the rigid transformation into rotation followed by translation and apply two
separate transformations in a sequence to the original moments.
Symmetry of superellipsoids further simplifies the computation
of expressions since most moments are equal to 0 in the canonical coordinate system.

(30)
(31)
(32)

D. Linear Tapering
Linear tapering along the

axis is defined as [8]
(33)
E. Parabolic Bending
(26)

with

Circular bending introduced in [8] and [15] cannot be represented as a mapping with polynomial functions. However, for
slight bending, it can be approximated by parabolic bending. A
of an object is translated in the
cross-section parallel to plane
with orientation angle
direction of a unit vector
and magnitude proportional with to
cos
sin

(27)

(34)
where

and allows for modeling of cones and pyramids with supereland
are constrained to
lipsoids. The mapping parameters
prevent a degenerate transformation for the case of superellip-

(35)
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V. RANGE IMAGE REGISTRATION

and

(36)
F. Compositions of Transformations
Transformations can be combined into sequences of transformations. For the case of recovering superellipsoids, the following sequence is usually used [8], [15]
Translate Rotate Bend Taper

The basic idea of range image registration based on moments
is to construct a coordinate frame which is rigidly attached to
the object in each image [1], [3], [5]. After constructing the
two frames, we know their relationship to the global coordinate
system and thus we also know the rigid transformation between
the two frames, which is also the rigid transformation of the object. We will name the constructed frames the canonical frames.
The canonical frame is constructed in two steps as follows [5]
1) In the first step, the global coordinate system is transto
lated to the center of gravity of the object
form coordinate system . Moments of individual suare transformed to the global
perellipsoid parts
and summed over the number
coordinate system
of parts to compute the center of gravity.
(39)

(37)
(40)

In order to compute moments of such transformed shape primitives, moments of superellipsoids have to be transformed in the
same sequence order.

(41)

IV. MOMENTS OF COMPOSITIONS OF VOLUMETRIC PARTS
Objects can be modeled with individual volumetric parts that
are glued together, or, as a union of their volumes which allows
for penetration of parts into each other. We will discus a case of
and
with density distritwo penetrating volumetric parts
and
equal to 1 within the
bution functions
and
and equal to 0 outside. We assume that
volumes of
the density distribution function
is
in region
and . In other words, the value of the density
the sum of
is equal to the number of volumetric parts
function
. The moment of such a composition
that include point
is a sum of moments of individual parts

(42)
are
First-order moments of the object computed in
equal to 0.
from
2) In the second step, the axes of coordinate system
the first step are rotated so that the axes are aligned along
the axes of minimal and maximal moment of inertia. This
, and the inertia
rotation produces coordinate system
computed in frame
is diagonal. The direcmatrix
correspond to the eigenvectors of
tion of the axes of
the inertia matrix
(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)
(38)
The result can be generalized to an arbitrary number of parts by
a simple induction.

(49)
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Fig. 2. Four different right-hand Cartesian coordinate frames with their axes
aligned along given lines. Each one of them generates the remaining three by
rotations of 180 about all the axes.

where moments
are computed in the . For our
to
work we freely selected the and the axes of
correspond to the minimal and to the maximal moment
of inertia, respectively. Since we are dealing only with
right-hand Cartesian coordinate frames, we uniquely determine the remaining third axis by fixing any two axes
of the coordinate system.
Note, however, that the moments of inertia are invariant to
rotation of the coordinate frame for 180 about any of the coordinate axes or in other words, if is an eigenvector of so
. This leads to four possible orientations of the canonis the
depicted in Fig. 2 [5]. How does this
ical coordinate frame
four-way ambiguity influence image registration? In the first
. This
view we can clearly freely select one of the frames
frame is uniquely related to spatial distribution of the object,
unless the object is symmetrical. In the second view we now
have four candidate frames and only one is related to the object
in the second view in the same spatial way as the chosen frame
in the first view. The problem is how to find this frame or the
correct transformation. It is illustrated in Fig. 3.
A. Resolving Four-Way Ambiguity
A search for the most distant point on the object from the
origin of the coordinate system along the principal axes was
proposed in [5], and the use of third order moments in [3], to
resolve the four-way ambiguity. The presented approach is similar to [3], but with much simpler derivation.
It is instructive to determine how solid moments of the same
object computed in the four coordinate frames are related. Let
be a moment of an object computed in a Cartesian coordinate system, then it is easy to show that moments of the same
object in the coordinate systems that are rotated for 180 about
, and axes, respectively, are related as follows:
(50)

Fig. 3. Registration based on moments produces four possible solutions
for the canonical frame C . (a) View-1 range image and recovered model-1
(b) view-2 range image with overlaid model-1 using unit transformation T I,
(c)–(f) represent view-2 range image overlaid with model-1 transformed with
four possible transformations. Only the transformation depicted in (f) is correct.

=

(51)
(52)
We can now answer the question if moments can be used as
features to resolve the four-way ambiguity. The zeroth-order
moment cannot be used since it is invariant to any rigid
transformation. Similarly, all first-order moments computed in
are 0 by definition of
. Second-order moments
frames
are equal to 0 in frame
by definition,
are invariant to rotations that generate
while
. Only third and higher order moments computed in
frames
provide sufficient information to distinguish frames
frames
.
We propose the following algorithm to resolve the four-way
ambiguity
1) We select any frame from the first view and compute a
vector of moments in selected frame
(53)
2) We select any frame from the second view and compute
a vector of moments in selected frame
(54)
and the remaining 3 from
(55)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of recovered rigid transformations based on moments
of recovered models to recovered rigid transformation based on moments
of range data points. (a) First view. (b) Second view. (c) Recovered rigid
transformations based on moments of range data, residual transformation
t = (68:21; 71:84; 75:91); n = ( 0:67; 0:74; 0:08);  = 33:6
(d) recovered rigid transformations based on moments of recovered
=
(0:83; 0:74; 2:17); n
=
models, residual transformation t
( 0:19; 0:90; 0:38);  = 0:9 .

0

0

Fig. 4. Registration of two real range images based on recovered
superellipsoids. (a) Intensity image view1. (b) Intensity image view2.
(c) Range image view1 with recovered superellipsoids. (d) Range image2
with recovered superellipsoids. (e) Models recovered from view2 overlaid
over range image view1 using the recovered transformation. (f) Models
recovered from view1 overlaid over range image2 using the recovered
(18:21; 21:84; 5:91); n =
transformation. Residual transformation: t
( 0:72; 0:62; 0:69);  = 9:6 .

0

0

0

=

0

(56)
(57)
3) The corresponding frame in the second view is the one
with vector that minimizes
(58)
Note that if third-order moments are equal to 0 due to object
shape or the vector is equidistant to several vectors, higher
order moments may be used in the same way.

0

0

0

0

0

0

computed from (59). All transformations were represented with
homogeneous transformation matrices.
(59)
would yield
equal to an identity
A precise
matrix. The residual transformation was decomposed into rota. The rotation was represented
tion followed by translation
and an angle
by a unit vector in direction of axis of rotation
. To visualize the quality of recovered estimate
of rotation
of the rigid transformation we overlaid the recovered models
from view2 over the range image view1 [Fig. 4(e)] and recovered models from view1 over the range image view2 [Fig. 4(f)].
In the second experiment (Figs. 5–7), we generated a set of synthetic range images of an object modeled with superellipsoids
to exclude errors due to nonsuperellipsoid shapes in object domain. Estimates of rigid transformations were computed based
on moments of recovered superellipsoids and another set of estimates based on moments of range image data points where moments of the objects were approximated as sums over range
data points
(60)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the first experiment (Fig. 4) we recovered estimate of a
rigid transformation between two range image views of a pile of
stones. Algorithm described in [6] and [16] was used to recover
superellipsoid models from range images. The ground truth
was computed from seven pairs of range
transformation
points corresponding to small dents visible in the grayscale
images of both views. The pairs of features were manually
selected. We used a least-square method described in [17] to
. The estimate of transformation
was
compute
then computed based on moments of recovered superellipsoids
was
in each view, and the residual transformation

Ground truth transformations used in generation of synthetic
range images were used to compute residual transformations.
The results presented in Figs. 5–7 compare precision of estimates computed from moments of recovered models to estimates based on moments of range image data points. Figures
marked with (a) and (b) represent range images overlaid with
wire frames of recovered superellipsoids of the first and the
second view respectively. Figs. (c) represent range image of
the second view overlaid by the recovered model from the first
view using transformation estimate computed from moments
of raw range image data points from (60). Similarly, Figs. (d)
show range image of the second view overlaid by the recovered
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VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Comparison of recovered rigid transformations based on moments
of recovered models to recovered rigid transformation based on moments
of range data points. (a) First view. (b) Second view. (c) Recovered rigid
transformations based on moments of range data, residual transformation t
(101:1; 121:1; 120:1); n = ( 0:12; 0:74; 0:65);  = 81:6 , (d) recovered
rigid transformations based on moments of recovered models, residual
transformation t = (0:1; 16:7; 10:4); n = ( 0:02; 0:51; 0:86);  = 8:4 .

0

0
0

=

0

We derived closed-form expressions for 2–D Cartesian moof order
of a superellipse and the 3–D Cartesian
ment
of order
of a superellipsoid. These remoment
sults can be directly used to compute zeroth, first, and secondorder moments with well-known physical meaning as area or
volume, center of gravity and moments of inertia as well as
to compute higher order moments used in applications of various moment invariants. To demonstrate the correctness of derived expressions, we computed area and moments of inertia
for standard 2–D shapes (rectangle, ellipse, rhomb) and volume
and moments of inertia for standard 3–D shapes (plate, elliptical cylinder, ellipsoid). We further showed how moments of
a transformed object can be computed as linear combinations
of moments of the original object if the transformation can be
represented with polynomials. Explicit derivations were given
for translation, rotation, linear tapering and parabolic bending
as well as their combinations.
Feasibility of the proposed registration method based on
moments was demonstrated with a registration of two real
range views. Experiments with synthetic range images and
know ground truth transformation showed significantly better
performance of range image registration based on moments of
recovered superellipsoid models as compared to registration
based on moments of range image data points. This is due to
reduced effects of self-occlusion of parts and independence of
computed moments on the density of range image data points.
The error residuals of recovered estimates were less than
in rotation and less than 10% of the object size in translation.
The presented results can also be used for object recognition
with moments and/or moment invariants as object features.
APPENDIX I
BETA AND GAMMA FUNCTIONS
Beta function is defined as

Fig. 7. Comparison of recovered rigid transformations based on moments
of recovered models to recovered rigid transformation based on moments
of range data points. (a) First view. (b) Second view. (c) Recovered rigid
transformations based on moments of range data, residual transformation
t = (1:4; 68:1; 3:5); n = (0:94; 0:33; 0:04);  = 21:6 , (d) recovered
rigid transformations based on moments of recovered models, residual
transformation t = (0:1; 16:7; 10:4); n = (0:52; 0:81; 0:28);  = 1:4 .

0

0

0

0

model from the first view using transformation estimate computed from moments of recovered superellipsoid models. Comparison of parameters of residual transformations clearly shows
that the method based on moments of recovered superellipsoid
models is superior to the method based on moments of raw range
image data points. On the other hand, the estimate based on
moments of recovered superellipsoids is not completely precise
since it is not possible to recover a precise superellipsoid model
from a single range image.
The error residuals of recovered estimates in case of real and
synthetic range images were less than 10 in rotation and less
than 10% of the object size in translation.

sin

cos

(61)

and related to gamma function as follows
(62)
For completeness we provide the definition of the gamma
function
(63)
and the well know equalities for the gamma function used in
further derivations
(64)
(65)
(66)
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(70)

APPENDIX II
COMPUTING TRANSFORMATIONS OF MOMENTS
WITH MATHEMATICA
For the case of transformation where the
are polyand the
of
nomials with multiple variables
are fixed, the transformation of moments can be computed symbolically with a program in Mathematica presented in Fig. 8. If
the object transformed is not a superellipsoid, the section beshould be removed.
tween the comment lines
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Fig. 8. Program in Mathematica that symbolically computes transformations
of moments for the case of superellipsoids.

From (64) and (66) it follows that for half integer arguments

(67)
Below we derive the intermediate result frequently used in computing moments of superellipses and superellipsoids

(68)
approaches
for
and
for
Since
we have to compute the limits for the beta function terms for the
case of rectangular shapes, when
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